Future research on the tau lepton requires large statistics, thorough investigation of systematic errors, and direct experimental knowledge of backgrounds.
A.1 Introduction
In Part A of this paper I outline the future research which should be carried out on the tau lepton; I show that much of this research requires large statistics, thorough investigation of systematic errors, and direct experimental knowledge of backgrounds. Only a tau-charm factory (Kirkby 1987 , Jowett 1988 , Kirkby 1989a ) can provide all the experimental conditions to meet these requirements. A tau-charm factory is a very high luminosity electron-positron circular collider operating in the total energy range of 3 to 4.5 GeV. Parts B and C are introductions to the design principles for the tau-charm detector and a tau-charm factory.
As described in this paper, a tau-charm factory with a well-designed taucharm detector offers great prospects for future research in tau physics. Similarly these instruments offer great prospects in charm physics research: D, D,, $/J, $'.
I did not have the time in these lectures to discuss this charm physics, I must refer * Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
Invited talk presented at Lake Louise Winter Institute: Particle Physics -The Factory Era, Lake Louise, Canada, February 17-23, 1991 you to others: Schindler (1989 Schindler ( ,1990a Schindler ( , 1990b , , Kirkby (1990) and the Proceedings of the Tau-Charm Factory Workshop (Beers 1989) .
But the prospects for tau and charm physics which we can foresee will probably only be part of what is learned about particle physics at the tau-charm factory.
The most important discoveries at many accelerators have not been foreseen: CP violation and the J at the Brookhaven AGS, neutral currents and the W and 2
at CERN, the T+Q and the r itself at SPEAR. And it may be the same with the taucharm factory. It will be a powerful new instrument for studying particle physics.
There are very strong reasons based on the physics we know for building it, and it may bring us discoveries we cannot now conceive.
These lectures are in that spirit.
I tell very generally what we know now
and what we expect to learn about the 7. I also show how little we know about the r and that the future of r research is very open. I encourage speculation and dreams.
The subjects of future T research and tau-charm detector and factory design are.large, but I want to keep this paper brief and introductory. Therefore I use a summary style: equations, tables, brief comments, a few figures.
General references to r physics are Barish and Stroynowski (1988) , Burchat (1988) , G an and , Kiesling (1988) , Pith (1990a Pith ( , 1990b , and Per1 
which are all small, of order sin2 8, = 0.05 times the corresponding non-strange hadronic modes.
Finally there are a great number of large multiplicity modes such as r-+ur+7r-+n7r", n>2 (A54 r---+v,+7r-+q"+n7ro, n 2 1 ww r--+ur+27r-+7r++n7r", n>l (A54 r-t uT + 3a-+ 27r+ + n7r", n 2 0 (A54 The branching ratios for very few of these modes have been measured, two of the few examples are
and there is the 90% CL upper limit B(T-+ ~,47r-37r+n7r~, n 2 0) 5 0.019% W)
We know very little about these large multiplicity modes because present techniques are inadequate for isolating modes with three or more neutral mesons:
TO'S and 7's. One of the purposes of a tau-charm factory and proper associated detector is to provide the instruments for isolating and studying these modes.
Measurement of a branching ratio is only the first step in studying a r decay mode if there are three or more particles in the mode. Once there are three or more particles the dynamics of the decay is revealed through the spectra and correlations of momenta, angles and spins. But present statistics and techniques have limited such studies to a few cases: In r-tu,+7r-+7r" WI the 7r-r' mass spectrum shows the p resonance. In r-+ uT + e-+ Fe r--+ UT -I-p-+ v/l the charged lepton spectrum has been extensively studied. In W)
r-+u,+7r-+?T++7r-
the spectra of the 3~'s has been studied and show the ar(1260) resonance and its decay mode a1+p+r (All) But that is about all that has been done. Present techniques are very restrictive. The r -W -V~ vertex is taken to have the V-A form and standard coupling strength. And perfect r lepton number conservation is assumed.
The goal of r decay theory is to enable calculation of all the spectra of each decay mode, and integrating over those spectra, to calculate the decay width I'(i) of each mode i.
This goal was achieved for the pure leptonic modes twenty years ago by Tsai (1971) and GF is the Fermi coupling constant 1.166 x 10m5 GeVm2. Electromagnetic radiative corrections and a correction for the W mass are given by Marciano and Sirlin (1988) , Wu (1990), and Per1 (1991) .
But at present there is no equivalent usable theory for the hadronic modes which constitute over 60% of the branching ratios. The theory of the W-hadron vertex in Fig. lb is the theory of quantum chromodynamics in the I GeV energy region. There is no general and precise way to calculate from this theory.
This serious deficiency is sometimes overlooked because it has become commonplace in discussions of hadronic r decays to write about the comparison of measured branching ratios with theory. What is meant is the prediction of a 7 decay width using other data and a general theoretical connection. There are two common examples. The r-+ Y,.;TT-decay width, Fig. 2a , is given by
where jX is the pion decay constant.
To calculate I'(r-+ vrr-) we do not calculate jn from quantum chromodynamics, we obtain it from the measured width for r-+ p"-ficL decay:
Gw
The factor jr appears in both equations because the W--r vertex at the energy of the 7r mass appears in both decay diagrams, Fig. 2 A major area in future r research will be the symbiosis between precise methods for low energy quantum chromodynamics calculations and precise measurements of the properties of the hadronic decay modes of the T. Some references to present applications of quantum chromodynamics to hadronic r decay are Braaten (1988 Braaten ( , 1989a Braaten ( , 1989b , Pumplin (1989 Pumplin ( , 1990 , Pith (1989), Narison and Pith (1988) , M axwell and Nicholls (1990), Ghose and Kumbhakar (1981) . (i) The most serious and difficult hadronic backgrounds in r pair data come from D, D, and B meson production and decay. By obtaining the r pair data below the $" energy, these backgrounds are avoided.
(ii) Below the $J' energy, the nature of the e+e-+ hadrons continuum changes very slowly with energy as the energy goes below the e+e---+ r+r-threshold. Therefore for 7 data obtained below the +' energy, the hadronic contamination can be directly measured by operating the collider just below the r threshold.
(iii) At 7 threshold urr = 0.23 nb and 2 MeV above threshold urr = 0.4 nb. Thus r pair data can be obtained with the r's produced almost at rest, an important condition for some 7 studies (Gomez-Cadenas, Heusch, and Seiden 1989) .
A.5
The Future of r Physics
No one knows how to break out of the Standard Model. Historically most fundamental advances in particle physics have been made by going to higher energies and more violent collisions; and many particle physicists are following that path through LEP II, HERA, the SSC, or the LHC. But history also has a counterexample. The fundamental discoveries in e+e-annihilation of the $J and $', the 7, charmed mesons, and hadron jets from quark were made at energies below 7 GeV. From 7 GeV to the 2' there has been much wonderful physics in e+e-annihilation such as the identification of hadron jets from gluons and the measurements of 7, D, and B lifetimes; but the discovery record below 7 GeV has not been equaled. Nature was not kind above 7 GeV. At the 2' there may yet be major discoveries, the full story is not yet known.
Extensive and precise experiments on the 7, and where possible on the r neutrino, offer another direction for breaking out of the standard model, another direction for finding new physics beyond the Standard Model. We don't know if nature will be kind to the r researcher, we don't know what experiments will be crucial; but we do know that there is a world of r and Us experiments to do. That world is summarized in Table 2 (Perl, 1990) . In the remainder of the first part of these lectures I discuss some of the experiments which are best carried out at a tau-charm factory, commenting on the significance of the experiments for testing the Standard Model and on what new physics might be found. "There exists a problem in understanding the l-charged-particle decay modes of the T. The problem, first discussed by Truong (1984) and Gilman and Rhie (1985) , is that the measured inclusive branching fraction to l-charged prong is larger than the sum of exclusive l-charged-particle modes. Since the measurement of exclusive modes with 2 or more neutral hadrons is difficult given the limitations of present detectors, the inequality between the sum of exclusive modes and the inclusive measurements is significant only if theoretical predictions are used to put limits on unmeasured or poorly measured modes."
"The current status of the l-prong modes is summarized in Table 3 . For the theoretical estimates, we use the results of Gilman and Rhie (1985) and Gilman (1987) updated to include new experimental data and electroweak radiative corrections (Marciano and Sirlin 1988) ."
"The discrepancy is due to errors in the experimental measurements or theoretical limits, or to the existence of one or more modes not included in Table 3 .
Early measurements of the inclusive one-prong branching fraction reported significantly lower values but suffered from large backgrounds not present in more recent experiments."
"Systematic errors dominate most measurements, particularly for the T--+ r-v, and r-+ p-V, modes. The technique used to obtain the experimental averages ignores correlated errors, which can be specially important when systematic errors are dominant. There is a tendency for multiple experimental measurements of a given mode to be more consistent than expected from their quoted errors (Hayes and Per1 1988) . This indicates either the existence of systematic errors accounted for by the experimenters which are correlated and should not be averaged, or inflation or experimental errors, or a bias in the experimental measurements.
The r-+ p-vr measurements show this tendency even if the systematic errors are ignored and only the statistical errors are used."
"Resolution of the missing one-prong puzzle will require either new measurements with much reduced systematic and statistical errors, or an explicit measurement of a mode which is presently unmeasured or very poorly measured."
The measurements of Behrend et al (1990) g ive a possible solution to this puzzle. Compared to the world average values in Table 3 , they find larger values for B(T-+ v,e-Ye), B(T-+ v,r-2a0) and B3, eliminating the 5% discrepancy in Table 3 . This has been discussed by Kiesling (1988 Kiesling ( , 1989 Kiesling ( , 1990 .
A.7 Untangling Multiple 7r" and 77 Modes
As discussed in Sec.A.2, we have scanty information on r decay modes with two or more neutral mesons: TO'S and 7's. The untangling and study of these decay modes requires that r pair data be acquired at low Etot where y's from r" and q's are well separated in angle so that the TO'S and q's can be efficiently reconstructed.
Furthermore the backgrounds from e+e-+ hadrons must be measured directly.
These requirements can only be jointly met at a tau-charm factory. In addition a special detector is required with close-to-4n y detection efficiency even for low energy y's (Seiden 1989 , Kirkby 1989b , Gan 1989 and Seiden (1989) collects the 7 pair sample at a few MeV above T pair threshold using the mode.
r--+ UT + lrww to tag the r pairs. Since the r's are produced almost at rest the r is almost monochromatic in energy. This combined with efficient e -7r, p -r, and K -7r separation gives very clean r pair selection. Backgrounds from e+e-+ hadrons will be measured directly by going below r threshold.
The measurement of Be, B, B,, and B, with a precision of ABi/B; M 0.005 will be compared with the theoretical predictions for BP/Be, 1 -BP/Be, B,/B, and BP/Be. Gomez-Cadenas, Heusch and Seiden (1989) , Tsai (1989a) , Tsai (1989b) , Heusch (1989a) and others have discussed how such precise studies can uncover new physics such as a Higgs-like particle or a leptoquark. But as discussed in a beautiful paper by Fetscher (1990) , the T -W -vr vertex can be much more general than allowed by (A30). Indeed, this has been known for p decay for four decades (Scheck 1978) or because the modes have moderate multiplicity but include K's or 7's. At present we don't expect any unusual physics to be associated with such modes as long as they obey the first-class hadronic current rules (Tsai 1971 , Barish and Stroynowski 1988 , Burchat 1988 , Pith 1990 . N amely, for non-strange hadronic states the G-parity is G = +l for the weak vector current and G = -1 for the weak axial vector current.
On the other hand, second-class weak currents have
Axial vector: G = +l , Jp = O-, l+ (
Decays with such properties have never been seen in nuclear or elementary particle physics because they have very small branching fractions. The r offers the best possibility to observe decays through the second class current. Possibilities are (Leroy and Pestieau 1978 , Pith 1987 , Zachos and Meurice 1987 r-+vr+7r-+q T----f vr + a0 (980) T-+ v, + bl (1235)
The uo(980) has G = -1, Jp = 1 so (A47b) obeys (A46a), similarly the bl (1235) has G = +l, Jp = l+ so (A47c) obeys (A46b). In (A47a) 77 has G = +l, Jp = O-; therefore G(7rv) = -1 and J'(rq) = O-or l+, so (A47a) obeys (A46b).
In the Standard Model, second-class current decays do not occur if one ignores the electromagnetic corrections to isospin symmetry in the strong interaction. Therefore there are two interests in observing and studying second-class current decays. First, what is the strength of a second-class current decay due to the electromagnetic correction, that is a decay within the Standard Model? Second, are there second-class current decays whose properties cannot be explained by the Standard Model? Interesting discussions are given by Berger and Lipkin (1987) and by B ramon, Navison and Pith (1987) .
There are two ways to estimate the strength of a second-class current decay due to the electromagnetic correction. That correction introduces the fine structure constant CL in a second-class current decay amplitude. Then
Alternately, the second-class current decay may be thought of as due to the dif- have been extensively discussed theoretically. Wu (1990a) has surveyed the theory for leptonic decays. Hadronic decays are discussed by Queljeiro and Garcia (1988), Dominguez and Sola 1988, Banerjee (1986) , G arcia and Riviera-Robolledo (1981),
and Kim and Resnick (1979 Kinoshita and Sirlin (1959) . Th us in the simplest approximation there is in the bremsstrahlung spectrum l/E,. But precise studies of the y energy and angle spectra will provide interesting ways to examine the properties of the r and its decay dynamics as discussed in the references just given. Finally, an interesting use of the decays in (A52a) and (A52b) is to look for an anomalous value of the g-value of the r using the radiation zero idea (Laursen, Samuel, and Sen 1984) .
A.11 Forbidden Decay Modes of the Tau
Since the early days of r research, there have been searches (Hayes et al 1982) for decays which violate the conservation of r lepton number. Examples of such proposed decays are T-+ e-+ y r-+p-+y r-+ e-+ 7~'
7---f p-+ 7r"
7-+ e-+ e+ + er-+ e-+ p+ + p-(A54 and so forth. The interest is the same as searches for lepton number nonconservation in decays such as p-+ e-+ y and K" -P p* + eF: the desire to find connections between the leptons, the desire to break out of the Standard
Model of elementary particle physics.
No violations of r lepton number conservation have been found. Table 4 from Aguilar-Benitez (1990) g ives the upper limits on the branching ratios. Most of these limits are from Albrecht et al (1987) , Keh et al (1988) and Hayes et al (1982) . Searches for these modes are straightforward because all the particles in the final state can be detected, and the mass of the r reconstructed if there indeed is such a r decay. Thus in a sample of 10n r pairs with one identified T decay, the upper limit is of order 3 x 10mn if an event with the unconventional decay is not found. et al (1985) h ave carried out an interesting but null search for a hypothetical light boson G by looking for the decays r-+e-+G ,T-+ p-+ G w4 Upper limits on branching ratios for forbidden decay modes of T with 90% CL (Aguilar -Benitez 1990) . Compared to the decay modes in (A54) 't 1 is much more difficult to conduct a sensitive search for this decay since the T cannot be reconstructed.
Baltrusaitis
Interesting discussions of the possibilities for violation of lepton number conservation in 7 decays are given by Pith (1990a) , Masiero (1990 ), Stroynowski (1990 , , Heusch (1989b) .
B. DETECTOR DESIGN FOR TAU AND CHARM PHYSICS B.l Introduction
In the first part of this paper I described the r research to be done at a taucharm factory. This research requires not only the luminosity and energy range of a tau-charm factory, but also requires that the detector have certain properties.
The 1c,/J, +', and charm research to be done at a tau-charm factory (Schindler 1990a , Schindler 1990b , Kirkby 1990 , Izen 1990 , Heusch 1990 , Beers 1989 ) 1 a so requires certain properties of the detector. Table 5 from Kirkby (1990) summarizes the connections between the research goals and the overall requirements. I now go on to briefly discuss the requirements using Fig. 4 as the schematic design of the detector. Table 5 . Special detector requirements for some measurements at a tau-charm factory (Kirkby 1990 On the other hand, the tight focussing of the bunches requires that the quadrupoles start 80 to 100 cm from the interaction point. This complicates the design of the detector end sections because most of the detector subsystems must extend to small angles. The tracking chamber might be a drift chamber or a TPC. In either case the goal is to track charged particles over 90% of 4n.
Some of the tau and charm physics studies which use the momentum precision of (Bl) are: probing the vr mass, studying narrow mass D decays, and searching for rare narrow mass processes such as Higgs particles produced in radiative J/g decays.
B.4 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Several strict requirements are imposed by tau and charm physics goals on the electromagnetic calorimeter. For example, in tau physics when using the r tag modes (Kirkby 1990 , Gomez-Cadenas, Heusch, and Seiden 1989 r-+ vr + e-+ Fe r-+ v, + p-+ cp r---+ VT + 7r-t w it is important to know that the missing energy is curried 08 by v's, not by undetected y 's. Also highly efficient detection and measurement of all y's are important in untangling multiple rr" and 7 decay modes. Similarly in charm physics, highly efficient photon detection and measurement is necessary for clean studies of pure leptonic and semi-leptonic D decays. And of course for both tau and charm physics, it is important to have efficient e identification and excellent e-hadron separation.
Thus the measurement of e and y energies must be precise, the goal is
where E is in GeV. Hence a crystal electromagnetic shower detector such as CsI is required. The noise must be sufficiently low so that y's with energies as low as 10
MeV can be detected. It is also important that photon angles be well measured; therefore silicon pad shower positron detectors may be used in conjunction with the crystal shower energy detectors.
Another electromagnetic calorimeter design goal is that the photon detection inefficiency be less than l%, the calorimeter covering almost all of 4~. This is part of the hermeticity requirement of the detector noted in connection with (B2).
B.5 Muon Detector and Hadron Veto Calorimeter.
A unique aspect of the detector is the combined muon identification and hadron veto calorimeter system outside the solenoid and on both ends. This system would consist of thin iron plates, 1. to 2.5 cm thick, separated by tracking devices such as drift chambers with long drift regions. The separation of p's from r's and K's would be done by the lack of nuclear interactions by the ,Y and careful range measurement.
This system would also detect hadrons by their nuclear interactions, in particular the neutral hadrons: K"'s and n's. The K" and n detection would mostly be used as a signal that energy was being carried off by a neutral particle, although that energy would be poorly measured. Such a signal would veto the use of a r pair event which had been tagged by the decays in (B2) since the missing energy might be due to a K" or n, not due to v's. Like the electromagnetic calorimeter the muon detector and hadron veto system must cover almost all of 4~.
B.6 Particle Identification and Time-of-Flight Counters I have already discussed the design goals for e, p, and y identification. It is also important, very important for charm physics, to separate rr's and li"s. 
B.7 Detector Summary
Past and current design work on the detector for tau-charm physics shows that all the requirements on the detector can be met by conventional and well developed detector technology.
C. THE TAU-CHARM FACTORY C.l Requirements for a Tau-Charm Factory
In these talks I have only discussed the r physics to be done at a tau-charm factory, the principle operating part being Etot = 3.57 GeV (S everal MeV above threshold) : 0 = 0.4 nb Etot = 3.67 GeV (just below 4) : a = 2.3 nb (Cl)
There is also a tremendous amount of charm quark physics to do at a taucharm factory as described in the Proceedings of the Tau-Charm Factory Workshop (Beers, 1989) and by Schindler (1989 ), Schindler (1990a ), Schindler (1990b , Kirkby (1989a) , Kirkby (1990) The next question is luminosity.
Since the maximum luminosity cannot be constant over the Etot range in (C6), th e energy of maximum luminosity must be picked. The two operating parts where maximum luminosity is desired are T pairs at Etot = 3.67 GeV and D+D-, DoDo pairs at 3.77 GeV. Then
Etot(Lmaz) M 3.7 to 3.8 GeV tm
The physics to be done at these two operating points requires lo6 to lo8 pairs.per year of r's, Do's or D*'s. The design luminosity should be set as close to the lo8 requirement as can be achieved with reliable and conservative collider technology.
A tau-charm factory would be operated 8 months per year for particle physics, the other months would be used for accelerator physics studies, maintenance and upgrading. And unlike other types of accelerators and colliders, a tau-charm factory could achieve 80% efficiency if built with sufficient reliability. This is because the operating mode of the machine is fixed for long-time periods.
This means 1.7 x lo7 s/year. Then the lo8 events goal requires for example N&-naz = 2.6 x 1O33 yr crnm2 s-l for 108r pairs N,,-L,, = 1.4 x 1O33 yr crne2 s-l for 108D* pairs tw where NY7 is the number of operating years. Now remembering that lo8 events is not a rigorous goal but just a rough goal, we see that an L,,, of 5 x 1O33 cmm2 s-l would be wonderful, would enable the physics goals to be accomplished in half a year. Eventually L,,, N 5 x 1O33 cmm2 s-l may be possible using a "crab-crossing" technique (Voss, Paterson, and Kheifets 1989) . But as discussed in the next section L max x 1O33 cmW2 s-l tw is the best that can be reliably designed with our present knowledge of collider physics and technology. And this L,,, is certainly adequate for the 10' events goal. Another requirement on a tau-charm factory is that all the particles in the beams have the same energy within an MeV or so: In the tau-charm energy region, Jowett (1987 Jowett ( , 1988 found the best solution to this problem is to use separate e+ and e-rings with only 1 or 2 places where the ring intersect. Another important bunch shape parameter is the rms length uz. In Jowett's original design crz = 6.2 mm. The bunch must be kept so short in order to make use of the tight focussing of the bunches at the collision point. This small oz imposes two more requirements on the design of a tau-charm factory. The radio frequency cavities must have a large overvoltage. And once again, the beam pipe must be simple so that it has a small impedance for the electromagnetic interaction of a bunch with the pipe walls.
C.3 History of Tau-Charm Factory Design
The first design of a tau-charm factory was done by Jowett (1987 Jowett ( , 1988 Jowett ( , 1989 (Beers 1989) . This group confirmed that L max M 1O33 cmm2 s-l was feasible with present technology (Brown, Fieguth, and Jowett 1989) .
A separate conceptual design was carried out by Gonichen, Le Duff, Mouton, and Travier (1990) . Th is report discusses the accelerator physics in very useful detail, for example comparing flat beams with round beams.
Another conceptual design based more closely on the original Jowet design was prepared by Barish et al (1990) . Both this design and the Gonichon et al design attained L,,, M 1O33 cms2 s-l. Danilov et al (1990) h ave also discussed tau-charm factory design.
The most recent conceptual design (Baconnier, 1990) was carried out by physicists from CERN, LAL in France, and CIEMAT in Spain and is intended for a tau-charm factory laboratory in Spain. These lectures conclude with a summary of this design.
C.4 The Design of a Tau-Charm Factory for Spain and u, is the bunch length. Figure 9 shows the collider tunnel and magnets.
The total current per beam, I, is 0.6 A, a large current for an e+e-collider which in turn requires care in the beam pipe, interaction region, and RF cavity design. But the maximum synchrotron radiation power dissipated in the beam pipe is 1.9 kW/ m which is moderate and can be managed by a conventional beam pipe. The total power dissipated per ring is 120 kW which is also moderate.
Since I = 0.6 A, this power loss requires an average accelerating voltage per ring of 0.2 MW. However to keep uz small the RF cavities produce a large overvoltage, 19 MV. Superconducting RF cavities with a resonant frequency of 500 MHz are proposed.
C.5 Summary
Thus design has reached the stage that we can build a powerful and very general new electron-positron collider -the tau-charm factory. In these lectures I have described the tremendous amount of research which can be foreseen in tau physics. Tremendous amounts of charm research will also be done. And as I said in the introduction, the tau-charm factory may bring us discoveries we cannot now conceive.
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